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Introducing beauty 
 
The aim of this Honours project is to explore beauty through practice led research. 
This research paper explores beauty as experiential. Ideas and observations of what 
makes something beautiful are also investigated.  
 
Throughout history there has been a diverse variety of ideologies regarding beauty. 
Plato as early as 347 BC, contemplated beauty as giving goodness, knowledge and 
truth, surpassing ideas of the sacred. Beauty is ‘nature’s sonance, radiance and 
glory.’1 In 1759 philosopher Edmund Burke published, Philosophical Enquiry into the 
Origin of the Sublime and Beautiful.2 He asserted that, ‘beauty is the qualities of bodies 
by which they cause love, or some passion similar to it.’3 Contemporary writer 
Jacqueline Millner recently defined beauty as an ‘engagement with sensual delight, 
formal harmony and the intense attention of wonder.’4 All of these ideas of beauty 
resonate with positive tenets and principles. It is through this positivity of beauty that 
my work is motivated. My research focuses on the beauty experienced through the 
processes of making art. Through this practice led research I have investigated my 
ideas and others’ theories of beauty.  
 
This paper identifies a range of theories and practices within ‘visual arts as an eclectic 
and hybrid discipline that is firmly centred on art making and also involves the 
constituent practices of art writing.’5 Disciplined practice has been focused on using 
the material of hot glass as a predominant medium. Process led practice in sculpting 
hot glass, steel and other materials has created knowledge directly obtained through 
continued observation of trial and error. Experimentation and technical development 
through repeated attempts with hot glass has progressed with the goal to explore 
beauty in the process of making. Focusing on beauty in the art making process, my 
intent is to evoke a sense of beauty in the body of work I am creating. Understanding 
that my work is open to reinterpretation, the focus of the installation is not 
                                                
1  Stephen Ross. The Gift of Beauty: The Good as Art (New York: Suny Press, 1996), 3. 
2  Edmund Burke. A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful 1759 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1990). 
3  Ibid., 83. 
4   Jacqueline Millner and Artspace Visual Arts Centre. Conceptual Beauty: Perspectives on 
Australian Contemporary Art (Sydney: Artspace Visual Arts Centre, 2010), 9.  
5  Graeme Sullivan, ed. Art practice as research: Inquiry in visual arts (California: Sage, 2010), 99. 
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representative of anything and there is no didactic narrative. Through the use of 
sculptural installation, colour, light and movement my work aims to immerse the 
audience in the exhibition space, hoping to invoke a sense of wonder and beauty. I 
hope to capture the attention of the viewers and awaken their imagination. Millner 
expresses this idea as ‘the activation of the imagination that allows counter-narratives 
and fresh thoughts to emerge.’6 My intention is to create a pause; a still space for 
contemplation for the viewer, positively affecting the experience of the audience. This 
investigation of beauty through light and colour is manifested as glass sculpture and 
a digital projection. This contemporary work involves a form of expanded abstract 
painting, defined as painting beyond the frame and physical structure7 that I have 
created through blown glass and digital tools to transpose the unique details of the 
physical blown glass objects into a virtual space of projection. I have appropriated the 
abstract details created through the glass blowing process and use light to project the 
painterly abstract images as part of the installation view for exhibition.  
 
Regarding my art making process as a co-creative “intra-action”8 with the materials, 
theoretical investigations concerning material led practice have included the 
exploration of theories of New Materialism, which concerns a transversal methodology 
of the materialist philosophy that departs from the idea of ‘the existence of a material 
world…independent of our minds.’9 New Materialism is an exciting conception and 
new way of thinking for me to view my practice. New Materialisms,10 edited by Diana 
Coole and Samantha Frost suggests that, ‘subject objectivity and material reality… 
changing conceptions of material causality and the significance of corporeality… (is) 
crucial for a materialist theory of agency.’11 It is the efficacy and creativity of agency12 
that intrigues and resonates with me regarding my practice and research. 
 
                                                
6   Millner. Conceptual Beauty, 180. 
7 Tate Modern. “Expanded painting.” Accessed September 23, 2017. http://www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-
modern/display/materials-and-objects/expanded-painting 
8  Karen Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity: Toward an Understanding of How Matter Comes to 
Matter,” Journal of Women in Culture and Society 28, no. 3 (2003): 817. 
9  Iris Van der Tuin and Rick Dolphijn. New materialism: Interviews & cartographies (London: Open 
Humanities Press, 2012), 38. 
10  Diana Coole and Samantha Frost, New Materialisms: Ontology, Agency, and Politics (Durham [NC]: 
Duke University Press, 2010), 2. 
11 Ibid. 
12  Jane Bennett. Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, 
2009), 31. 
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The diverse philosophical movement of New Materialism rethinks subjectivity 
regarding the powers of nonhuman process, as well as human processes.  In the 
modes of thinking within New Materialism everything has agency. Thoughts, ideas, 
concepts and physical actions all have material agency. Materials also have their own 
agency, as do the tools I use to work them. In New Materialism nothing is stable, 
permanent or still. All matter, human and nonhuman, is vibrating and moving. Humans 
are incapable of being separated from the environment as nature, the environment 
and our immediate surroundings are not disassociated from us. It is the perpetuating 
binary logic of humans being disconnected from the environment that I believe is an 
illogical anthropocentric view of the world.  
 
I view my practice as a co-creative engagement with materials. The materials are as 
moved as much by me as I am moved by the materials. In the flow of ‘biunivocal 
correlation between signifier and signified,’13 molten glass, water, paper, fabric, metal 
and wooden tools, electricity, digital tools such as cameras, computers and projectors 
are also engaged with me. The fossil fuels, fire, flames, gravity, air, light, earth, my 
breath, my body, the wet paper, the wax, steel and the vastly varied elements that 
make up the coloured glass all have their own material reality and agency, their own 
vibrations. Collectively, these non-human vibrant materials are subject to a synergistic 
assemblage14 with my human creative agency and actions as part of my practice. ‘The 
elements of the assemblage work together,’15 the materials both human and 
nonhuman, energetically coordinate to form the art objects whose bodies signify the 
trace of the performance of the assemblage. According to Karen Barad,  
 
The move toward performative alternatives to representationalism shifts the 
focus from questions of correspondence between descriptions and reality… to 
matters of practices, doings, and actions.16 
 
                                                
13  Estelle Barrett and Barbara Bolt, ed. Carnal Knowledge Towards a ‘New Materialism’ Through the Arts 
(London: I.B. Tauris & Co Ltd. 2013), 118.  
14  Bennett. Vibrant Matter, 24. 
15  Ibid. 
16 Karen Barad. Meeting the universe halfway: Quantum physics and the entanglement of matter and 
meaning. (Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, 2007), 135. 
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The actions and doings within my practice are focused on this research. The practice 
of glass blowing is ancient when archaeological evidence of glass blowing dating back 
as far as 2500BC in Eastern Mesopotamia and Egypt17 is considered. 
 
To bring a livelier and broader contemporary theory to accompany my practice, the 
theories of New Materialism provide an alternative view of the ancient techniques of 
glass blowing and materialist characterization of the transparent bodies. Within my 
practice, I am consciously aware of the ‘ineluctably material world’18 around me, a 
perspective through which I understand my artistic processes are altered. I view the 
use of digital tools within my practice as a prosthetic mechanism19 that directly relates 
to the motility of my body and practice. Engaging with the digital tools to accompany 
the object and material processes with the emphasis manifested into an immaterial 
experience from the process. Through the use of the camera and computer software 
the objects are made open to reinterpretation and representation. Through the 
projection the object is transformed, opening a space for dialogue and conversation 
within the work. This development of my research and practice has been motivated 
within the framework and theories proposed by New Materialism. The knowledge 
gained through the modes of enquiry of artistic practice and the theoretical research 
has simultaneously accompanied the studio investigations throughout this year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
17 ‘History of Glass,’ Accessed August 2, 2017, http://www.historyofglass.com/ 
18  Coole and Frost, New Materialisms. 1. 
19  Neil Leach, Digital Tool Thinking: Object Oriented Ontology versus New Materialism (Post Human 
Engagements. Posthuman Frontiers, 2016), 346. 
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Looking for a pattern for beauty  
 
Throughout this research paper I explore and enquire into beauty as a question. Is it 
possible that there are divine proportions? Part of the conceptual processing of my 
practice has alluded to the Fibonacci’s sequence.20 I connect the idea with matter and 
the naturally occurring patterns to New Materialism’s non-anthropocentric views of the 
world. All matter within the universe is regarded as equal and bears resemblance 
through this intricately recognizable formula. Intrigued by mathematical patterns and 
their reference as a program or pattern for creating beauty, in this paper, I refer to the 
‘Fibonacci sequence, Phi, Golden Ratio, Divine Section, Divine Proportion’21 and the 
‘Infinite Staircase Theory’22 interchangeably. The Golden Ratio, which has been 
researched as far back into history as Phidias (500 BC – 432BC)23 has been 
discovered and rediscovered throughout history, hence it having several names.24 
Stakhov et al observes, 
What is the basis of beauty? Ancient Greeks developed the science of 
aesthetics as a way of analyzing beauty, believing that harmony was its basis. 
Beauty and truth are interrelated: an artist searches for truth in beauty, and a 
scientist for beauty in truth.25 
Considering that the intricacy of the Divine Section’s mathematical patterns is found 
in nature universally, both microscopically and macrocosmically, could this be the 
essential building blocks of all cosmic life and also beauty? Is the secret of the 
sequential mathematics the actual building blocks of Nature’s programming? Is this 
pattern the cosmic DNA of the universe?  
 
                                                
20  Steven, Vajda. Fibonacci and Lucas numbers, and the Golden Section: Theory and Applications (New 
York: Courier Corporation, 1989), 8. 
21 Hans Wasler. The Golden section (Washington DC: MAA, 2001), 4. 
22  Chris Hardy, "A Systemic and Hyperdimensional Model of a Conscious Cosmos and the Ontology of 
Consciousness in the Universe." Proceedings of the 59th Annual Meeting of the ISSS-2015 Berlin, Germany, vol. 
1, no. 1. 2017. 1. 
23 “History of the Golden Ratio,” Accessed August 3, 2017, https://www.goldennumber.net/golden-ratio- 
history/ 
24   Ibid. 
25  Alexey Stakhov and Anna Sluchenkova. "A Museum Dedicated to the Concept of Harmony and the 
Golden Section." Bridges: Mathematical Connections in Art, Music, and Science, (2002), 1. 
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The spiraling galaxy demonstrates the same pattern that is prevalent throughout the 
universe, nature and beauty. (fig. 1) 
 
Figure 1. Spiral Galaxy, Examples of The Golden Ratio You Can Find in Nature, 2014. accessed September 17, 2017, 
http://memolition.com/2014/07/17/examples-of-the-golden-ratio-you-can-find-in-nature/ 
 
These reoccurring patterns can be observed in cosmic systems and are also prevalent 
in biosystems. It appears that these patterns are found throughout the universe and 
reveal intrinsic and divine beauty. Another tenet of how these mathematical patterns 
intertwine with New Materialism resides in ‘the Infinite Spiral Staircase theory 
(ISST),’26 which is simply defined as the atomic origin of the universe’s existence,27 all 
particles and therefore matter. All matter and antimatter, as in the mathematical 
constant of 1.618, represented by the symbol of Phi ,28 the O symbolizing antimatter 
                                                
26  Hardy. "A Systemic and Hyperdimensional Model of a Conscious Cosmos and the Ontology of 
Consciousness in the Universe." 2017. 1. 
27  Ibid. 
28 Golden Number, “Is There a Meaning Hidden in Phi, the Symbol for the Golden Number?”, accessed 
September 21, 2017. https://www.goldennumber.net/theology/ 
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and the l symbolizing matter.29 ‘Nothing split by unity is Phi, the constant of creation.’30 
If we simply add 0 to 1 (binary) and then follow this pattern forward to the infinite all 
sorts of amazing and familiar creations are recognized. 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13….    
 
Figure 2. Shells, Examples of The Golden Ratio You Can Find in Nature, 2014. accessed September 17, 2017, 
http://memolition.com/2014/07/17/examples-of-the-golden-ratio-you-can-find-in-nature/ 
 
Recognizing these proportions as they appear throughout natural science, geometry, 
and art,31 from the helix strand of DNA, to a sunflower, pine cones and shells, the 
logarithmic pattern can be found. (fig. 2) Catherine Miller states, ‘Fibonacci numbers 
are stunning examples of the beauty of mathematics.’32 Patterns created with these 
numbers are naturally aesthetically pleasing. Since ancient Greece the calculations of 
the Golden Ratio have been used to assess a person’s facial beauty. Faces with these 
                                                
29  “Is There a Meaning Hidden in Phi, the Symbol for the Golden Number?”, accessed September 21, 
2017. https://www.goldennumber.net/theology/ 
30  Ibid. 
31  Steven Vajda. Fibonacci and Lucas numbers, and the golden section, 8. 
32  Catherine, Miller. and Tamara, Veenstra. "Fibonacci: Beautiful Patterns, Beautiful 
Mathematics." Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School 7, no. 5 (2002), 301. 
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ratios are more proportionally balanced and therefore generally appear more 
attractive. (fig. 3) 
 
 
Figure 3. Proportional Beauty, Examples of The Golden Ratio You Can Find in Nature, 2014. accessed September 17, 
2017, http://memolition.com/2014/07/17/examples-of-the-golden-ratio-you-can-find-in-nature/ 
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Why is this regarded as beautiful?  
 
By adding consecutive numbers in the Fibonacci sequence; 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 
55 continuing to infinity spiralling curves are created. The self-replicating patterns 
achieved by the ratios of the spirals also calculate a Golden Rectangle.33 The Golden 
Rectangle has been historically used in architecture and art as a means of providing 
aesthetic pleasure. Salvador Dali exemplifies the use of the Golden Ratio in his 
painting, The Sacrament of the Last Supper, 1955. (fig. 4)  
 
 
Figure 4. Salvador Dali, The Sacrament of the Last Supper, 1944. Oil on canvas 166.7 x 267 cm. Accessed 
October 2, 2017, http://d2jv9003bew7ag.cloudfront.net/uploads/Salvador-Dali-The-Sacrament-of-the-Last-
Supper.-Image-via-artmathmusic.com_-1.jpg 
 
Dali’s use of geometry and mathematically proportioned composition creates a distinct 
harmony within the work. I am also looking for this harmony in my work. Using these 
ideas as a framework for exploring in the studio, I have experimented with the 
configuration of the spiralling pattern of the Divine Section as an underpinning matrix 
                                                
33  George Andrews. Number theory. (New York: Courier Corporation, 1994), iv. 
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for the design of sculptural forms. Inspired by these mathematical patterns within my 
practice I have worked with the Golden Ratio’s proportioned harmony as a formula 
with the material of glass. My aim is to create sculptural beauty. Using the spiralling 
configuration of the Divine Proportion as a rough template for design, the formation of 
the material is undertaken with wet newspaper to create the curves. The ‘intra-action’34  
with the glass is intimate and delicate. Through the paper I caress the material to 
create the round and pleasing curves. The smoothness of the form is superimposed 
by the Phi spirals exemplifying the aesthetic harmony. (fig. 5)  
 
 
Figure 5. Forms Design Influenced by Golden Spiral. Digital Photo: Archie Satracom. 2017. 
 
 
                                                
 
34 Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 817. 
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Beauty in the process of art practice and making 
 
Through my studio research, I find that beauty is experienced in the process of art 
practice and making.  As a sculptor, my engagement with the materials involves a 
whole-body experience. This is why I prefer to work on a larger scale. When I work 
with hot glass and steel I am engaging every part of myself with the process and the 
material. Immersing myself in the process I unite my body with the material, ‘when the 
body and the world engage, roles become interchangeable,’35 the roles of subject and 
object become reversible and/or diffused.  
 
An influential philosophical treatise for my research is Burke’s philosophy of, 
‘satisfaction which arises to the mind upon contemplating anything beautiful, of 
whatsoever nature it may be.’36 Using these ideas as a framework, I have experienced 
satisfaction and beauty embodied within the art making process. Repeatedly much 
pleasure and passion are generated as knowledge is made through my practice 
working with hot glass. I also add that this love that is experienced, this joy that is 
passionately motivated, is the agency of love. My practice arouses an internal 
response, ‘it is through specific intra-actions that a differential sense of being is 
enacted in the ongoing ebb and flow of agency’37 and that, ‘through specific intra-
actions that phenomena comes to matter.’38 I have experienced love and beauty in 
practice as an artist. This plays out in my practice as the commitment, desire, 
dedication, discipline and devotion to work with the material of hot glass.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
35 Barrett and Bolt, Carnal knowledge, Towards a ‘New Materialism’ Through the Arts, 136. 
36  Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry, 83. 
37  Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 817. 
38  Ibid. 
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Recycled beauty 
 
I have collected coloured pieces for a number of years from the coloured glass bins in 
the Sydney College of the Arts hot glass workshop. The pieces have been discarded 
mostly when a piece has been unsuccessful. I recycle the coloured glass incorporating 
them as the painterly featured ‘inclusions.’39 I select the jagged edged pieces often 
further breaking the pieces to arrange on the kiln shelf.  (fig. 6) 
 
 
Figure. 6. Coloured Glass on Prepared Kiln Shelf. Photo: Laura Nolan. 2017. 
 
I place the broken pieces onto the shelf meticulously so that their edges sit almost 
next to each other. I leave a small space in between allowing space for the clear 
furnace glass to frame the colour. Another method of experimentation of mine is to 
layer broken pieces.  
                                                
39  Edward Schmid. Advanced Glassworking Techniques: An Enlightened Manuscript (Bellingham 
Washington: Glass Mountain Press, 1997), 304. 
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This creates a satisfying result of texture and movement in the piece as seen in 
Untamed Beauty, 2017. (fig. 7) 
 
 
Figure 7. Detail of Overlapping Colour in Untamed Beauty. Photo: Laura Nolan. 2017. 
   
Other coloured glass used is ‘cane’40 pulled from coloured glass coated in furnace 
glass drawn out into long rods that I cut to size to fit onto the shelf for the pick-up. I 
use black and white cane to create lines or borders between the colours. This creates 
a sense of linear movement within the colour and resulting objects.  
 
This reformation and recycling of the glass gives new life to the colour and is 
metaphorically like the phoenix arising from the flames.41 The reincarnation of the 
discarded glass gives a second life to what could have been lost. There is a beauty in 
this reparation and redemption of the discarded pieces. I relate this salvation to my 
personal circumstances in the sense that this opportunity to practise art and work with 
                                                
40 Schmid. Advanced Glassworking Techniques, 301. 
41  “Phoenix Mythology,” New World Encyclopedia, last modified on 29 April 2015, 
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Phoenix_(mythology)  
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hot glass is comparative to living a second life within one. This evokes in me a deep 
gratitude for the process and the opportunity to engage with the material elements of 
my practice. I passionately undertake my art making process. The awe of the 
opportunity to work creatively on this project is comparative to the freedom of a bird in 
flight. When I am making art, I feel as though I am soaring.   
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A palette of beauty 
 
The intuitive colour selections are inspired by scenes of natural beauty. I have 
pleasurably experienced these colours when I have seen them in the skies at dusk 
and dawn. Inspired by the purples and pinks that splash across the spectacular 
sunsets or sunrises contrasted with the silhouettes of greys and blacks of the horizon 
and landscapes, I endeavour to capture the divine beauty of nature and the emotional 
disposition of that moment. (fig. 8)  
 
 
Figure 8. Sun Setting. Photo: Laura Nolan. 2017.  
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These atmospheric displays elicit a sense of beauty with their sublime and majestic 
wonder. In these moments of the sun setting as twilight approaches, the veil of our 
existence is opened to the vast cosmic neighbouring galaxy. It is in this witnessing of 
the glory and radiance of nature42 that I have an experience of the divine. Burke 
compares the sublime and the beautiful as remarkably contrasting experiences, 
though makes exceptions in relation to works of art with consideration that art has the 
power to affect the mind and unite an experience of the sublime with beauty.43 
Influenced by my experience of the divine, I intuitively gravitate to the palette of varied 
shades of blues, pinks, purples, greys, blacks and whites.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
42  Ross, The Gift of Beauty, 3. 
43  Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry, 114. 
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Beauty on the bubble 
 
Part of my process involves me picking up the coloured glass inclusions onto the 
furnace bubble. My assistant opens the kiln door as I roll the furnace bubble over the 
coloured glass on the shelf to pick up the pieces. It is marvelous to observe the 
material in this semi-molten state, there is enough heat for the coloured glass to be 
malleable enough to wrap and bend as the pieces stick to the bubble. The longer cane 
and stringer pieces of coloured glass often collect in a cluster off the end of the bubble. 
(fig. 9) These clusters bring about beautifully random and chance combinations and 
overlaps. Varied colours, textures and shapes now adorn the clear glass.  
 
 
Figure 9. Pick Up of Broken Coloured Pieces and Cane on the Bubble. Photo Laura Nolan. 2017. 
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I alternate the gesture and agency between tweezers and a ‘tagliol.’44 The tools 
transpose my creative agency onto the materials. Intermittently I reheat the glass in 
the gloryhole. I observe that the different colours soften at different rates; the darker 
colours absorbing the heat and becoming red hot more quickly than the lighter colours. 
I am engaged completely with the material, watching intently as the nuances of colour 
and viscosity change. At the bench, I work with the lighter colours first because they 
will harden more quickly than the darker colours. I stretch, push, pull and wrap the 
coloured glass around and onto the bubble. The marks I make with the glass have the 
same intention as if I were using a brush to stroke paint. This dance between the glory 
hole, bench, tools and material, as I carefully select which next move to take, becomes 
deliberate and rhythmic. My whole body is engaged in the process. The multi-agential 
experience of matter is at play now. The colours melt into the furnace glass. I respond 
to the arrangement and there is a rapid exchange of movement between myself and 
the materials. Gravity, temperature, form, line, texture, the melting and movement of 
the coloured glass is rearticulated to become one with the furnace glass. The collective 
expression of the colour is applied through the multi-agential inputs which combine 
shelf placement, the rolling pickup, the gravitational melting place and the intent of my 
manipulation of the materials through the use of tools.  Liza McCosh essay, ‘The 
sublime: process and mediation’ in Carnal Knowledge45 suggests the understanding 
of the creative process as, ‘co-emergence, whereby the sublime experience traverses 
a liminal space through the negotiation between mind and matter.’46 This co-emergent 
process allows the materials to express themselves as equally as I am able to express 
myself through the materials. I have found that relinquishing the endeavour to control 
the outcome is where the freedom of the process lies. It is in the union of the two intra-
actions between my body and the material. It is this connection with the material where 
I experience a sense of beauty and that to which I am committed.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
44  “Tagliol,” Glassblower, accessed October 10, 2017 http://www.glassblower.info/glossary.html#tagliol. 
45  Estelle Barrett and Barbara Bolt, Ed. Carnal Knowledge Towards a ‘new materialism’ through the arts. 
(London: Tauris & Co Ltd. 2013).  
46  Barrett and Bolt, Carnal knowledge, Towards a ‘New Materialism,’ 11.	
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I wear leather gloves so I am able to closely communicate with the coloured pieces of 
glass. When I paint with the coloured glass I use the tools to communicate with the 
materials to influence their placement.  (fig. 10) 
 
 
 Figure 10. Using Tweezers to Position the Colour onto the Bubble. Photo Erica Izard. 2017. 
  
As I compose the colours into rhythmic patterns, the coloured glass is worked into the 
surface. This prepares the piece for the gathering of furnace glass to coat the coloured 
inclusions. The different colours of the glass affect the rates at which they heat up as 
some colours are harder to melt than others. For example, the darker a colour, the 
more rapidly its colour will soften, melt and become malleable from the heat. There 
are ‘soft’47 and ‘stiff’48 colours and whites. The stiff whites really live up to their name 
taking the longest to soften and are the hardest of colours to work. These variations 
in the material’s properties contribute to the varying interactions and outcomes. After 
heating the glass, a carved wooden block soaked in water is held down by my 
assistant’s body weight using her foot on the concrete floor. I lower the piece into the 
block and roll the pipe and piece into the wood, evening out the skin of the piece. 
Using my breath, I blow into the pipe expanding the bubble and pushing the inclusions 
                                                
47 Schmid, Advanced Glassworking Techniques, 308. 
48 Ibid. 
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into the piece. This assemblage of organic and inorganic matter, human and non-
human, I observe as the vibrancy of materiality at play. (fig. 11) 
 
 
Figure 11. Blocking the glass on the floor. Photo Erica Izard. 2017. 
 
This non-conventional technique has the advantage of using the weight of the glass 
through the agency of gravity to push into itself as opposed to a more traditional 
method of holding the block in my hands and pushing the block up into the glass from 
being seated at the bench. This blocking of the coloured glass into the piece is 
repeated after the glass is returned to the glory hole to be heated.  
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I engage the ‘marver,’49 a steel table to push the coloured pieces into the furnace glass 
bubble. The agency of the steel is assembled with gravity’s agency and my agency of 
rolling the pipe across the marver. Holding the pipe at different angles and rolling the 
glass piece along the steel table pushes the coloured glass into the piece. (fig. 12) 
 
 
Figure 12. Marver. Photo: Erica Izard. 2017. 
 
 
                                                
49 Schmid, Advanced Glassworking Techniques, 305. 
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Encasing beauty 
 
Once the coloured glass is forming an even skin around the piece, I allow the piece to 
cool before gathering a final coating of furnace glass. A technique called a ‘strip gather’ 
is employed. I lower the piece into the furnace glass completely before I begin to slowly 
turn the pipe in the molten glass. The temperature of the furnace is kept at a constant 
rate of 1200ºC. The radiant heat is extreme and the process requires patience and an 
unwavering turning of the pipe. The pipe is used as a lever to raise the glass piece out 
from the molten furnace glass. I hold the pipe at a vertical to 70-degree position over 
the strip bucket stripping off the excess molten glass that has been gathered onto the 
piece. Continuous steady turning of the pipe is required to evenly strip the molten glass 
off the piece. (fig. 13) 
 
 
Figure 13. Strip Gathering Molten Glass off into Strip Bucket. Photo: Erica Izard. 2017. 
 
The clear furnace glass encases the colour creating a smooth surface that envelopes 
the coloured inclusion pieces. The refraction of light with the coloured pieces through 
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the clear glass is more readily observed with the substantial density of the clear 
furnace glass. The solidity of the forms add an element of intensity that I am attracted 
to. My assistant helps to turn the pipe and I stand up from outside of the bench and 
use the ‘jacks’50 to make a jack line in the piece. After the jack line is made, I stand 
behind the bench holding the pipe at a forty-five-degree angle blowing the piece out 
as the glass lengthens by virtue of its own weight and gravity. (fig. 14) 
 
 
Figure 14. Holding the Pipe at a 45° Angle. Photo Erica Izard. 2017. 
                                                
50 Schmid, Advanced Glassworking Techniques, 304. 
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Untamed beauty 
 
One day in the hot glass studio I encountered an abnormal set of experiences during 
my experimental processes. As usual I set about making a sculptural form applying 
the same technique described above. The process was proceeding as usual and the 
time in the process came to strip gather a coating of furnace glass. The piece was 
large at this stage, however no larger than usual. I allowed the piece to cool before 
gathering the glass. When I was gathering the glass, I did not turn the pipe properly 
when in the furnace. Unusual for me I froze momentarily. When I removed the piece 
from the furnace, I was unable to execute the usual stripping of the furnace glass. 
Instead of lifting the piece at the intense vertical angle, I had to rest and cool the pipe. 
I took the piece to the pipe cooler to assess the situation. Due to the prolonged 
exposure to the furnace glass heat and not removing the excess coating of furnace 
glass, the heat of the furnace glass penetrated deeply into the piece. The piece itself 
began to move as the sheer weight of the glass along with the force of gravity 
combined with my inability to turn the pipe quickly enough, the piece started to turn in 
on itself.  
 
Great serendipitous folds occurred within the glass. The glass twisted and wrapped in 
upon itself creating strange recesses and an unconventional and unplanned form. 
Determined not to lose the piece, I returned to the bench in an attempt to salvage this 
untamed beauty. The experience was intensified as the unstripped glass added great 
weight to the piece. The pipe was extremely heavy and it felt as if I were wrestling with 
a wild animal. The force of the glass was powerful. The hot glass temporarily had the 
control and I had to respond to it. The bodily dynamics between myself and the glass 
were equal and the forces of energy were level. The glass and I were united and a 
creative dance was entered into. I experienced a moment of realization of my oneness 
with the visible world. This experience brought forth a new direction in my practice 
initiating more experiments with form.   
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Knowing beauty 
 
Hot glass has become the central focus of my practice and is driven by a powerful 
passion. This year I have experimented repeatedly, starting with simple vessels and 
progressing with experimental techniques in colour and form in search of beauty. This 
great enthusiasm for making is passionately motivated to continuously develop my 
knowledge of the material through practice led research. Danielle Boutet writes, 
‘Looking at art practice as a form of knowledge,’51 as equivalent to other knowledge 
whether it be scientific or philosophical. My knowledge of materials is relative to the 
amount of time I am exposed to the material. Boutet continues,  
 
When I talk about art as a form of knowledge, I am not talking only about self-
knowledge, as when one uses art modalities as active imagination techniques. 
I mean, rather, a kind of knowledge epistemologically comparable to gnostic 
knowledge as in hermetic traditions… led to compare creative practice to the 
practice of alchemy: interrogating materiality, reality and spirituality through 
formal and physical operations. 52  
 
It is in this hands-on physically intimate relationship with the material where knowledge 
has come to me. The practice has become my reality; appreciated and respected like 
a meditational and devotional practice. Boutet continues, ‘Making art as a form of 
contemplative and spiritual discipline. I spend time in the studio more like one spends 
time in a dojo.’53 I identify with this mindful interaction of making. The commitment is 
principal to the process and development of critical ideas through making. Challenging 
myself to push boundaries, creatively, mentally and physically. As the material moves 
I am equally moved by the material. I experience and observe great awe and beauty 
through my practice. In Karen Barads paper, Posthumanist Performativity: Towards 
an Understanding of How Matter Comes to Matter,54 Barad discusses phenomena as 
being ‘produced through agential intra-actions of multiple apparatuses of bodily 
                                                
51 Barrett and Bolt, Carnal knowledge, Towards a ‘New Materialism,’ 20. 
52 Ibid., 30.  
53  Ibid., 29. 
54 Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 801-831. 
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production.’55 Within my practice, my agency and ‘intra-actions’56 directly impact the 
material, the process of glass blowing involves the use of the whole being. My mind, 
my body and my breath, all of these agential ‘intra-actions’57 are involved as my whole 
body enacts creative agency to impact the materials of molten glass.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
55 Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 817. 
56 Ibid.  
57 Ibid. 
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Communicating beauty 
  
The dialogue between artist and material is a beautifully intimate language spoken 
between the material and the artist. This dialect is known only through the repeated 
application of artist and material. Knowledge must be experienced by the artist with 
hands on disciplined focus. 
 
As I interchange the steel, wooden and paper tools, I have direct communication with 
the materials. This corresponds to immediately reshaping the materials with the 
slightest movement of thought to body, body to tool, tool to material. The material 
responds, communicating back to me. The tools I use become extensions of my 
appendages, speaking and listening faculties. My hands connect directly to the molten 
glass through the tools. The energy flows directly from my mind, through my body into 
the materials. My whole existence is now focused on this ‘intra-action,’58  I am 
completely present and become one with the moment and material. There is an 
unbounding flow of interchange and exchange between the materials and me. 
Exchanging passively or actively depending on what is desired, the dynamics between 
myself and the material are intense. All senses are heightened. It is here in the making 
process that I participate in the ‘power of positive affect- delight, wonder and beauty’59 
as my body’s gestures directly impress materials, the materials’ gestures also directly 
impress my existence. The wonder of co-creation at play excites and generously 
reciprocates the energy I invest. The art becomes the trace of the synergistic 
interactions of the material, the elements, my mind and body, the tools and the energy 
that unite the intra-active performance. The works I create are transformative 
assemblages. In Deleuze – Guattarian terms, they are the mutual exchange, 
organizing and arranging of the materials through the encounter and relation60 of my 
body-brain-material assemblage.   
 
 
 
                                                
 
58 Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 817. 
59  Millner, Conceptual Beauty, 13.  
60  J-D Dewsbury, "The Deleuze-Guattarian Assemblage: Plastic Habits." Area 43, no. 2 (2011): 150. 
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Traces of beauty 
 
The work, The Climb is Also the Fall, 2011. (fig. 15) by Juliana Cerquiera Leite, is a 
dramatic example of the ‘performatively manipulated materials,’61 the work is the direct 
representation of impressions of the artist’s body with the material.  
 
 
Figure 15. Juliana Cerquiera Leite, The Climb is Also the Fall, 2011. Silicone, fiberglass, polymorph plastic, 
string 231 x 107 x 130 cm, accessed September 2, 2017, http://julianacerqueiraleite.com/THE-CLIMB-IS-
ALSO-THE-FALL-2011 
 
At first glance of the construction of the twists, it is not clear how they were created, 
but upon closer investigation the artist’s hand and foot imprints are evident as the 
materials that have recorded the movements of the artist’s body. The work is evidence 
                                                
61 Amelia Jones. "Material traces: Performativity, artistic “work,” and new concepts of agency." TDR/The 
Drama Review 59, no. 4 (2015): 24. 
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of the traces of the movements made on the silicone rubber as the plastic sculptural 
form has been corporeally molded. The twists and turns indicate the carving of material 
the artist has made. Similarly, my sculptures are records of my engagements with the 
materials’ manipulation and reticulation.     
 
Larger blown glass pieces that I create require greater physical strength and agency 
to control the molten glass material at the end of the pipe. At certain times throughout 
the process it is necessary for me to leverage my right foot under the glassblowing 
bench to anchor my body and then hold the block with both hands, using all the 
strength my body can muster as my partner turns the pipe to shape the glass on the 
pipe. This performativity encompasses the very materiality as ‘phenomena are 
inseparable from the apparatuses of bodily production: matter emerges out of and 
includes as part of its being the ongoing reconfiguring of boundaries.’ 62 The process 
of making is an experience that creates an ongoing impression on the material that 
then becomes part of that material.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 
62 Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 822. 
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The beauty of light and colour 
 
The sculpture is accompanied by a digital projection. Digital images of the blown glass 
have been formatted into a moving image. This work projects an immaterial 
experience of the aesthetic details that have resulted from the experiments within the 
progression of my physical process this year. Olafur Eliasson’s, Colour Space 
Embracer, 2005, (fig. 16), utilizes glass, form and movement together with space, 
colour and light. Elissaon’s use of a darkened space creates ambient dimensions that 
magnify the multiple auras within the work. The motorized moving glass pieces are 
suspended with light projected through the sculptural work onto the wall. The 
differentiating colour combinations and effects depend on the interchanging rings of 
the coloured glass’ positions.  
 
 
Figure 16. Olafur Eliasson, Colour Space Embracer. Photo: Nathan Keay / Courtesy of Museum of Modern Art, 
Colour-effect f i l ter glass r ings, motor, control system, spotl ight, mounting, ir is diaphragm, 
metal, wire. Dimensions varied. 2005, accessed September 11, 2017, 
http://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK100677/colour-space-embracer. 
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Instrumental beauty 
 
James Turrell is another influential artist whose works involve the immaterial use of 
light and colour. His work Cococino, 2007. (fig. 17) Involves a ‘Tall Glass’63  piece that 
acts as an aperture within which light-emitting diodes are programmed to slowly and 
gradually change over a long period of several hours.64 
 
 
Figure 17. James Turrell, Cococino, 2007. Glass and LED, 330 x 220cm Photo: Florian Holzherr,  
accessed October 6, 2017. http://jamesturrell.com/work/coconino-2/ 
                                                
63  James Turrell, “Tall Glass Wide Glass Series,” accessed October 7, 2017. 
http://jamesturrell.com/work/type/tall-glass/ 
64  Ibid.	
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These changes in distances through movement enhance the spatial experience.65 
Turrell’s works exemplify the presence of space through light. Turrell uses light to 
reveal space, creating a space of distance and remoteness.66 This revelation of space 
acts as a clearing for the viewer. 67 Similarly, my projected light work is aimed towards 
creating this internal space; this clearing. In this space opened for the audience there 
can be reflection and contemplation, a pause is made for viewers to have a positive 
experience through the work.  
 
The movement in my projection is deliberate and intentional. The motion of the 
projected light has been achieved through the use of digital tools. The camera and the 
computer have been utilized as a mode of motility.68 These prosthetic devices through 
which I am able to experience the world have created an agency with the digital matter. 
This motion creates a dynamism and rhythmic physicality to the light work. The 
enlarging and receding of the images aim to evoke a sense of harmonious ambience. 
Burke suggests that the gentle and continual movement of varied directions causes 
the feeling of beauty.69 Through this passive motion, attention is arrested even if only 
for an instant. This is the crucial moment of my work’s agency with the viewer. My aim 
is to delightfully engage the audience’s attention with pleasure, wonder and 
appreciation,70 in an experience of beauty and reflection. Estelle Barrett refers to this 
as a positive effect through Julia Kristeva’s writing, ‘that pleasure can be understood 
as the removal or absence of displeasure.’71 I have created a large space of colour, 
light and movement to immerse the viewer, positively affecting their interpretation and 
experience of my work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
65  James Turrell, Geometry of Light. (Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2005), 73. 
66  Ibid. 
67 Ibid. 
68   Neil Leach, Digital Tool Thinking, 346. 
69 Burke. A Philosophical Enquiry, 110. 
70  Millner, Conceptual Beauty, 9. 
71 Barrett and Bolt. Carnal Knowledge Towards a ‘New Materialism,’ 65. 
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Regarding beauty 
 
I conclude that beauty does not have to be objective or subjective. This speaks directly 
to the New Materialism ideas of all matter being equal. As the reception of light and 
colour are in constant flux, when observing and experiencing art, beauty and colour, 
a consideration should be that the reading will be consequential depending on many 
related and unrelated factors. This contexture of vibrational mattering producing the 
colour and light also applies to the presentation, reception and conceptions of beauty. 
Sensual delight and harmony are fleeting and never fixed. Therefore, beauty is 
experienced as action. The process of art making can be beautiful. Beauty is not only 
experienced through the reception of vision, but can be experienced through the 
artist’s ‘intra-actions’72 and interactions with materials. The space created through art, 
whether in the process or observing is a place where beauty can be found. The 
knowledge I have acquired through this practice led research has been passionately 
motivated in search of beauty. The love of art practice, which I consider devotional 
through its repetition and persistence, I regard as beautiful.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
 
72  Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity,” 817. 
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